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ABSTRACT

Tech distraction has become a critical issue on people’s work and study productivity, particularly with the growing amount of digital content from the social media site such as Youtube. Although browser-based plug-ins are available to help block and monitor the sites, they do not work for all scenarios. In this paper, we present a system-level video playing detection engine that captures screenshots and analyze the screenshot image using deep learning, in order to predict whether the image has videos in it or not. A mobile app has also been developed to enable parents to control the video playing detection remotely.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Raising discussion about Digital responsibility have caught people’s attention. Now people get distracted easier than ever because the development of technologies. For example, students usually having difficulty to focus on studying because they are internally preoccupied by new messages on their phone. The process of checking their phones regularly hugely influence their study result thus delays time needed to acquire academic knowledge. People are aware of how technologies distract their normal life and figured out that they need to use technology wisely.

Furthermore, apps installed on devices mostly distract users attention. For example, Youtube is the most commonly used video-sharing website. A lot of users would open Youtube first when they use their phones. Some of them are addicted to Youtube now. Even though they had plans on doing other things, they cannot stop watching the “last” video. People now realized how important it is to control their addiction.

As we all know, there are a lot of blacklist programs in the market, they usually come in the form of Browser Extension [1], and usually do their work perfectly. However, there are quite a few limitations on these traditional blacklist programs, such as the failure against incognito tab, or the inconvenience when the user purposely use another browser to bypass it, which leads to the purpose of this development: a blacklist program that cannot be bypassed with a simple
incognito tab, with many additional features such as remotely customize the list of sites, and blockage based on a certain keyword. Currently, the application “Blacklister” has successfully been uploaded to Google Play [2][3]. Based on the future online reviews, the direction of this development might adjust accordingly, whether it is more type of action instead of brutally pops a warning message or shut down the program, or more accurate ways of detecting such as keyword combination. [4]

2. RELATED WORK

One instance of similar program/extension we would like to compare is one of the common blocker extensions in chrome: blacklist. It currently holds a rating of 3.7 out of 5, from some of the comments, we can see that one big problem of this extension is its limitation on having to load the designated page first to be able to block it, which is pretty inconvenient and contradicting.

Super quick and easy! BUT, you have to load the page to block it?! Some are dangerous, but to block it you need to visit the site... if you could manually add sites, say into some external file, this would be the only "Blocklist" extension you would need!

Was this review helpful?  ○ Yes  ○ No  Reply | Mark as spam or abuse

Figure 1. a selected review from Chrome Webstore

Aside from that, although this program is working as intended:

![https://www.google.com/ has been Blacklisted.](https://www.google.com/ has been Blacklisted.)

Figure 2. showcase of the program

When the user goes into the incognito page of their browser, which most of the commonly used browser has as one of its functions, the designated page can still be freely visit, this entire “unblocking” process can take as little as one tap on the keyboard:
Such limitations exist not only in this specific program, but also in many other similar programs that are frequently used by people, which is what our program is designed to help.

People lack the habit of logging their diet, so it is important to have a simple way for people to track their diet. Controlling diet [6] requires persistence and motivation. While it is difficult to see the subtle changes, if people could monitor the steps and efforts clearly, it can provide another effective way of gaining confidence and motivation.

3. DEVELOPMENT OVERVIEW

Development of this program is not a piece of cake, the development went through many phases, switching different concept and different methods. At first, the main concept of the development is fairly narrow, creating a video monitor program [7] that detects whether the user is currently watching a video on the internet, and potentially detect its origin to make sure the program runs without error, that concept mashed with machine learning sounds very good and applicable, but that idea was quickly put out due to the limitation on the information we can get from a packet. Most of the information inside a packet are encrypted and without a key there is simply no way to decipher it. Occasionally we can catch some DNS packets containing the information we need but they appear randomly and seems to have no pattern whatsoever, which is why that idea was stopped. Unlike the normal top-down approach of development [8], our programming approach is more of a bottom-up [9] one. We did not have a clear target at the beginning, we have a general sense of what this application might look like, but we also change things as we move along. Which is what makes our application unique.

4. SOLUTION

Problems we met during the development process includes how to make program recognize that the user is using unauthorized web activity, just like what they do for chrome extensions. For the problems we have switched between many approaches. As mentioned above the first approach is the packet capturing and try to analyze it with the aid of AI. Although that plan eventually failed due to the limitation on how much information can a computer, using AI as a way to execute our goal is a good concept and worth keeping. Instead of having an AI [10][11] overseeing how many packets are going in and out and break into them, we switched to a
completely different path of on-screen recognition [12], because we can gather a lot more useful information from our program and turn them into something that can actually work. When we go on to a website and try to entertain ourselves, those websites usually have some very significant figures that we can use to determine them. Take Youtube [13], one of the biggest entertaining websites in the world, when we open Youtube, there are many things, especially texts, on the screen, that can be easily used to act as an information giver:

Figure 4. A screenshot of the captured computer screen using Youtube

With the aid of this information, our problem can be easily solved. Simply analyze the screen [14] for preset keywords and the program can easily determine whether it is in its blacklist or not.

```java
public static void checker(blacklist bl) throws Exception{
    while(getBoolFire() == false){
        Thread.sleep(1000);
    }
    boolean bool = false;
    synclist(bl);
    while(bool == false){
        bool = detectText(screencap(), bl);
        Thread.sleep(5000);
    }
}
```

Figure 5. Part of code that checks the screen for a list of keywords.
The login page is displayed first and requires email and password. Once both are entered, the user must press the “Login” button to navigate to the third page containing their blacklist editor. If the user does not yet have an account, they may hit the “Create an account” button at the bottom of the first page to be directed to the signup page.

In the signup page the user must enter their email and then set and confirm their password. Once that is complete, they can press the “Login” button which will direct them to the blacklist editor. The user is also free to navigate back to the Login page using the arrow at the top left corner of the page.

On the blacklist editor, the user is free to add, delete, disable, and enable the blacklist. To add, they must type the URL into the text box and press “Add to Blacklist”. To delete, they can long press any list item and it will disappear. In the top right of the page, they can press the unlock button to logout and navigate back to the login page.
This window appears when the user opens the app. The user may enter their email in the text box and press “Sign in”. After doing so, the window will disappear and the program will begin running in the background.

Upon browsing a blacklisted website, this window will pop up giving the user a warning. The user is then only allowed or leave the website. They are also not allowed to close the window until some action is taken.
Here is the database where each user’s blacklist is stored. The blacked out document titles are where the emails are stored. The collections contain the list of blocked URLs as well as the “enabled” variable that controls the computer application URL monitor.

5. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

Thus, a sketchy build has been created with dedication, although it is nothing tricky, it offers a solution to many problems and limitations of current blacklist application, and in the future we have the confidence to make it one step further, perfecting this application such that it can be widely used in areas such as education and workplace productivity.
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